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1. Setup your PlayStation®2 computer entertainment system according to the instructions 

in its instruction manual. Attach game controllers and other accessories, as appropriate. 

2. Make sure the MAIN POWER switch (located at the back of the console) is turned ON. 

3. Press the ¢')/RESET button. When the ¢') indicator is green, press the & button. The 

disc tray opens. 

4. Place the FIFA 06 disc-on the disc tray with the label side facing up. Press the & button 

again and the disc tray closes. 

5. Follow on-screen instructions and refer to this manual for information on using the 

software. 

It is advised that you do not insert or remove accessories or memory cards (8MB) (for 

PlayStation®2) once the power is turned on. Make sure there is enough free space on your 

memory card (8MB) (for PlayStation®2) before commencing play. 

NOTE: If using a multitap (for PlayStation®2), insert the multitap (for PlayStation®2) into 

controller port 1 and insert the controllers sequentially into controller port 1-A, controller 

port 1-B etc. 

NOTE: To change the on-screen resolution press and hold @.-€8 after the FIFA 06 logo. 

lf you select a language on boot-up then press and hold @®+€4 after the language has 

been selected. 

Select either NTSC 60HZ or PAL 50 HZ to use that resolution. 

NOTE: FIFA 06 does not support a digital controller. 

NOTE: Your Game Settings are loaded automatically when you start FIFA 06. 
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WHAT’S NEW 

MANAGER MODE 
Take the managerial hot-seat at a club of your choice with full control over staff, scouting and 

team management. Start a 15 season journey at a struggling lower league team or a massive 

club with real ambition. Fulfil the dreams of your board, the requirements of your sponsor and 

chase success in both league and cup. See Manager Mode on p. 10 for more information. 

TEAM CHEMISTRY 

ln Manager Mode you need to keep the momentum of your club by building a team that 

functions as a unit. Balance the requirements of every player to maintain morale and develop 

understanding between them. Teams with the most experience together on the pitch will win 

the most silverware. See Jeam Chemistry on p. 11 for more information. 

EXPORT TEAM 

Use Export Team in Manager Mode to save your team of superstars and play them in Kick-Off 

mode. The Team Chemistry you have painstakingly developed can now be used to boost your 

team against all-comers (see Jeam Management on p. 11 for more information). 

TEAM MANAGEMENT 

Before you get on the pitch you need to choose the team that will do the job. Use the Player 

Style icons to see which player shines in a particular role (see p. 12 for more information). 

Select Man Marking to take the opposition’s best player out of the game without using a 

reducer (See p. 7 for more information). 

Once the whistle goes it becomes a game of two halves — use Team Tactics to keep 

momentum on your side during both of them (see p. 5 for more information). The Performance 

Meter will tell you if you’ve done a good job (see p. 9 for more information). 

Use Edit Player to make changes to any player in the game — updating their stats or position 

and even their appearance. 

FIFA 06 LOUNGE 
Get your mates together for a game — with leaderboards and in-depth stats to measure the 

best in your own competitive lounge. 

EA SPORTS” RETRO 
Wallow in the past with EA SPORTS™ Retro — a door to classic moments and classic players. 

Remember FIFA International Soccer? Get your hands on some classic FIFA action with FIFA 
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94 Retro (see p. 16 for more information). 

FAN SHOP 

Unlock a Classic XI team and its player biographies, a World XI team, extra kits and new 

celebrations for created players by spending points earned within the game. There are over 

100 challenges to face in FIFA 06 and each one brings you points as well as satisfaction 

(see p. 8 for more information). 

NOTE: On screens with the Help icon, press “@. to access Help for the current screen. 

MENU NAVIGATION 

Highlight option directional button/left analog stick 

Select/Advance Xx) 

Cancel/Return @® 

Cycle through pages | Li ff R141 

GENERAL GAMEPLAY 

Move player left analog stick 

Sprint Hold R11 | 

Team tactics (see Tactics and Mentality on p. 5) 

Attacking Tactics directional button 

Defensive Tactics GS +directional button 

Team mentality 

(see Tactics and Mentality on p. 5) 

Pause game 

SELECT 

START 

ATTACKING (WITH BALL) BASIC CONTROLS 

Pass/Header 

shoot/Header 

Through ball 

Cross/Long pass 

Pace Control/Stop Ball 

Cancel/Dummy/Step Over 

Trigger run oS 12 lied 

Steen 
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ATTACKING (WITH BALL) ADVANCED CONTROLS 

One-two pass (ground) (Li PRXeRX 

One-two pass (lob) n+. @ 
Chip shot © 

Low cross Li FRC 

Cross (ground) Double tap @® 

Early cross (ground) GE --double tap @ 

Chip through ball Li BRA) 

1st touch/Skill moves right analog stick 

Fake shot/pass/cross/lob after a shot, pass, cross or lob 

Dummy to self tap before receiving the ball 

Dummy to team-mate hold before receiving the ball 

Power, Weight and Direction 
e When shooting or lobbing a power meter appears at the bottom of the screen. Keep 

the relevant button pressed to increase power (and therefore speed and distance) 
and release when the meter has filled sufficiently. When shooting, if the meter 
passes the sweet spot, your effort is more likely to be off target. 

Passing 
e Through balls, passes, lobs and crosses are automatically directed towards a team- 

mate or team-mate’s run (in the direction of the left analog stick). 

e To play first-time balls (passing or shooting without first controlling the ball), press 
the relevant buttons before the ball reaches your player. 

Dribbling 
e The faster you travel, the trickier it is to trap an incoming pass or keep control of 

the ball. Try to balance your pace with the need for control. 

e Place your player between the ball and an opposing player to shield the ball and 
maintain possession. 

DEFENDING (WITHOUT BALL) 

Switch player & 

Conservative Tackle © 

Mark player Hold © 

Sliding tackle (2) 

Walk defence R2)) 

See AEN 



APPRENDI LOT 

Secondary Defender 
For the defender nearest the ball, tackling isn’t always the best form of defence. When 
facing the man in possession, it is sometimes more effective to block his route to goal 
and then call in a secondary defender (@@88) to make the challenge. 

Tactics and Mentality NEW 
Use the direction button to make fecal adjustments to your team’s attack during 

the game and Mi+directional button to change your defence. 

Attaching Strategy 
CA - Counter Attack 

MR - 3rd Man Release WP - Wing Play 

BO - Box Overload 

Defensive Strategy 

PR - Pressing 

FB - Flat Back OT - Offside Trap 

ZD - Zone Defence 

Press @@ to show the current Team Mentality, then press “@@. to cycle through the 
mentalities (neutral/all-out attack/defensive). 

NOTE: See the Tactics Help/Tips & Hints on the My FIFA 06 menu for more detail. 

GOALKEEPER 

Move/Aim kick or throw left analog stick 

Throw & 

Drop kick @/@ 

Drop the ball @® 

Keeper charge Hold & 
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SET PIECES 

TAKING A DIRECT FREE KICK 

In order to hit the target you need to follow these steps: 

1. Press the left analog stick <=/=> to aim towards the area of net you want the ball to go. 

Press the left analog stick #/} to onanae 4 the e height of the kick. 

NOTE: Use the Distance to Goal icon #4" =. _ to determine whether you should try 
your luck at distance, choose a short pass p vps or cile team-mate to roll the ball to you 

(hold GG). 

2. Press the right analog stick <=/=> to place the kick-taker at an angle to the ball. The 

bigger the angle, the greater the spin on the ball. 

sweetspot 

3. To take the kick, press and hold © to start the kick meter (or €@ for a short pass). 
Release © within the sweet spot to give it full gun and get it on target. 

NOTE: For a low hard shot, press #+©. 

TAKING AN ATTACKING INDIRECT FREE KICK OR CORNER 

1. Press the left analog stick <=/=> to aim towards the area of the pitch you want the ball 

tO go. 

2. To take the kick, press & to pass, hold and release @) to cross or hold LO; to shoot 
(release © within the sweet spot). 

NOTE: Hold SGEB to call a team-mate to roll the ball to you. For a low hard shot, press 

n-©. 

TAKING A DEFENSIVE INDIRECT FREE KICK OR GOAL KICK 

Aim left analog stick 

Long pass ~ @ (hold for increased power) 

Short pass & 

TAKING A THROW-IN 

Move receiving player left analog stick 

Change receiving player & 

Leading throw @& 

Direct throw (@) 
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TAKING A PENALTY KICK 

Aim shot left analog stick 

Driven Shot © (hold for increased power) 

Controlled Shot (inside of boot) (a) 

Chip Shot =n-© 

DEFENSIVE WALL 

Move player/wall left analog stick 

DEFENDING A PENALTY HICH 

Dive left analog stick 

KICK-OFF 
Get straight onto the pitch and take on any club or country in the game. 

TEAM MANAGEMENT 

UPDATING TEAMS 
As players in the real world move from team to team, you can keep them updated in Team 

Management on the Main menu. Use the Club Transfers screen to track the movement of 

players by transferring them to their new clubs. Choose EDIT KIT NUMBER to change the 

number on the back of every player in the game. Select SQUADS to make sure a team’s 

default line-up is correct. 

Playing for your country is the ultimate accolade and you can keep the list of current 

internationals up to date from the International Selections screen. 
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Assign a player to keep an opposition player in their pocket using the all-new Man Marking 

system. Up to four out-field players on the pitch can be given man-marking duties. 

MANAGER MODE 

select MANAGE YOUR TEAM from the Match Setup menu (before playing a game) and press 
G8 / EGG to cycle through to Man Marking. 
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TOURNAMENT MODE/FIFA 06 LOUNGE 

Press SEN/GGHB to cycle through to Man Marking from the !eam ivianaycment screen. 

KICK-OFF 
Select MANAGE TEAMS (before advancing to the game) and press SEIN/HGEN to cycle 
through to Man Marking. 

NEw FAN SHOP 
Select FA FAN SHOP from the My FIFA 06 menu to unlock kits, stadiums for Practice Mode and 

more by spending hard earned points. As you progress through the game and overcome each 

challenge, you are awarded points that are added to your profile. 

Some unlocked rewards (e.g. sound effects) must be activated from the Game Settings menu 

either just before playing a game or from the My FIFA 06 menu. Press BGN/SGHIB to cycle 
through to Rewards in the Game Settings screen and choose the reward you want. 

FIFA 06 CHALLENGES 
The game of football is a challenge for managers and players alike and F/FA 06 rewards you 

every time. To see what earns you points, select FIFA 06 CHALLENGES from the My FIFA 06 

menu — every region in the world has challenges to unlock! 

NOTE: Track the number of points earned by selecting PROFILE MANAGER from the My 

FIFA 06 menu. You can view all your global stats, winning streaks, scoring patterns and 

more in this statistical paradise. 
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CONTROL HIGHLIGHTS 

Controlled player in possession of the ball 

Controlled player when not in possession of the ball 

p> Off-screen controlled player indicator 

Fitness level/Playing style level 

During a match, a Player Status Bar appears at the bottom of the screen, displaying the 

highlighted player's current level of fitness ana playing style. 

FITNESS 

This level decreases the more a player sprints (hold SGEMB), slowing him down, but 
replenishes when he returns to normal pace. 

“NEW. PLAYING STYLE 

Player Style levels change as team momentum builds — this is visible in the colour of the bar 

(see Player Styles on p. 12 for more information). 

White No Playing Style 

Bronze Low Playing Style level 

Silver Medium Playing Style level 

Gold High Playing Style level 

PERFORMANCE METER 
PO bade EE) Performance meter — increases 
a 2 15:25 he ls as team gains momentum 

Keep one eye on the game and the other on the performance meter to check that the 

momentum stays with your team. 
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NOTE: Most of the Game Modes in FIFA 06 are self-explanatory and are therefore not 

covered in this manual. Exceptions are listed below. Also see Hints and Tips on p. 16 for 

further information on playing the game. 

MANAGER MODE 
Take the first steps of a prestigious career, design your look as football manager and select a 

region of the world in which to start your drive for success. The job offers come flooding in — 

select your first club with consideration for the overall team rating, Team Chemistry and the 

qualities in each third of the pitch.Choose your initial Staff Upgrades (see p. 10) and the team 

sponsor. 

NOTE: For detailed help on Manager Mode, press @) at the Career Central screen to 

access My FIFA 06 and choose TIPS & HINTS then MANAGER MODE. 

CAREER CENTRAL 
Make every momentous decision from the Career Central menu — from spending your budget 

on scouting or staff to making those critical transfer deals and finding the ideal team balance. 

Your prestige Team rating 

Team Chemistry User controlled team 

Job Security ___ iit 

Fan Support - Sponsor 

Deal with your backroom staff from the Office menu — choosing locations around the world to 

hunt for new talent, checking on your sponsor’s demands and improving your staff ratings. 

STAFF UPGRADES 

Press the directional button <=/=> to improve the level of staff for each department. Each slot 

costs points, which are deducted from your total points in the game. 
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Finely tune your squad to produce a team that will stack up the trophy cabinet. Tweak your 

line-up and formation to find the ideal balance for perfect Team Chemistry (see Jeam 

Chemistry below). 

To export the current team, select EXPORT TEAM and choose a name for the file. 

NOTE: Jo make an exported team available in Kick-Off mode, choose LOAD from the 

Main menu and select the exported side (called Custom Team - followed by the name of 

the file). Choose a slot in which to load the team (you can only have two teams loaded at 

once). At the Kick-Off menu, select MY LEAGUE and pick the exported team. 

TRANSFER CENTRAL 

Enter the transfer market on the hunt for bargains for sale or on loan. Choose TRANSFER 

MARKET to buy or loan talent from other clubs. Select CLUB PLAYER LIST to sell or loan out 

players that are surplus to your requirements. Follow the wheeling and dealing through the 

Negotiation History screen. 

NOTE: Make sure you save your career progress by selecting SAVE CAREER from the 

Career Central menu. 

NEW TEAM CHEMISTRY 

All great teams perform as a unit, with players instinctively knowing what a team-mate will do 

next, maintaining their shape on the pitch and morale on the training ground. Great 

partnerships are formed up front between strikers that have plied their trade together for 

more than one season. Impenetrable defences are formed by players being picked for their 

ideal position and training together week in and week out. 

i tt When Team Chemistry is high, players will out-perform themselves, chase 
* S © * lost causes and defend with greater determination. A high-flying team is 

also more attractive for potential new signings. 

MORALE AND EXPERIENCE 
Team Chemistry is based mainly on the morale of the team and the amount of experience the 

team has had playing together. To Keep improving your Team Chemistry, make sure you don’t 

leave players warming the bench for too long or play them out of position. Remember — 

nothing boosts morale like a spanking good win over a rival club. 

NOTE: For detailed help on Team Chemistry, select TIPS & HINTS from the My FIFA 06 

menu and choose TEAM CHEMISTRY. 
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‘NEW PLAYER STYLES 
eyary wp is unique, with a preferred position on the pitch and specific attributes that suit 

the role. Player Styles show you how good a player really is in that role. From clinical strikers 

to midfield maestros, you can identify the star players from the second raters. 

Press © to view the Player Bio from the Squads screen. The Player Style icons are displayed 

along with the rest of the player details (a player can have up to two styles). 

PLAYER STYLE ICONS 

iy Attacking Winger Clinical Striker 

Defensive Midfielder Target Man 

Midfield Maestro Wing Back 

stopper 

(NEW) FIFA 06 LOUNGE 
Invite your mates round, connect a couple of analog controllers (DUALSHOCK®2) and separate 

the winners from those left back in the changing room. There’s no room for part-timers as up 

to eight players compete to take top spot on the leaderboard. 

e Take advantage of your opponent using Cheap Shots — collected by playing Lounge matches. 

MATCH TYPE 
From Winner Stays On to Best vs. Worst, press @) to choose the match type that will ensure 

the players get stuck in. 

LEADERBOARD 
Check the leaderboards to see who’s come in first and who's just chasing the competition on 

points, wins, goals and more. 
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Take a look at the current standings of all the players and compare each one against the rest. 

TOURNAMENT MODE 
Play your way through a league or knockout tournament against teams of your choice. 

NOTE: Press &@ in the Select Teams screen to decide whether a team is User or CPU 

controlled. 

PRACTICE MODE 
Join the wide-awake club by working hard on the practice pitch. Choose to practise in a 

game with a set number of players or rehearse your corners and direct/indirect free kicks. 

PLAY ONLINE* 
Take on opponents from around the globe via EA SPORTS” Online. 

e To connect to EA SPORTS™ Online, select PLAY ONLINE in the Main menu and confirm at 

the prompt. 

*REGISTRATION AND SUBSCRIPTION REQUIRED TO ACCESS ONLINE FEATURES. TERMS & 

CONDITIONS, SUBSCRIPTION FEES AND FEATURE UPDATES ARE FOUND AT 

www.easports.com. YOU MUST BE 13+ TO REGISTER ONLINE. 

EA MAY RETIRE ONLINE FEATURES AFTER 30 DAYS NOTICE POSTED ON www.easports.com. 

In order to play online you will need an Internet connection, a Network Adaptor (Ethernet) (for 

PlayStation®2) and a memory card (8MB) (for PlayStation®2) with at least 94KB free space. 

Install the Network Adaptor (Ethernet) (for PlayStation®2) into your console according to the 

instructions in its instruction manual. 

Prior to playing online, you need to set up Your Network Configuration file. F/FA 06 includes a 

Network Configuration Utility for setting up this file. 

SELECT NETWORK CONFIGURATION 
Before you can begin playing online, you must select Your Network Configuration file (found 

on your memory card (8MB) (for PlayStation®2)) or create a new one through the Network 

Configuration Utility. 

NOTE: After using the included Network Configuration Utility, the (/RESET button 
functions differently. To put the console into standby mode, press and hold the ()/RESET 

button until the C) indicator turns red. 

NOTE: When saving or loading your Network Configuration File, you must use MEMORY 

CARD slot 1. 

NETWORK CONFIGURATION FILE 
Press = /=> to scroll through the available Internet Service Provider settings and select one. 

CREATE/EDIT CONFIGURATION 

The Network Configuration Utility allows you to create and edit Your Network Configuration 

files. When selected, the game shuts itself down while the Network Configuration Utility loads. 

When complete, the game re-launches itself and goes through its normal loading procedure 

before returning to the Main menu screen. 

Septet 



CONNECT 
After selecting Your Network Configuration file, connect to your Internet Service Provider. If the 

connection is successful, FIFA 06 Server Login screen appears. 

EA ACCOUNT SETUP 

Before you can begin playing online, you must create a new account or use an existing one. 

e If you have not created an account, highlight CREATE NEW OR USE EXISTING ACCOUNT 

and press &@ to begin the process. If you want to log off and return to the Main menu, 

press @. 

e Saving your EA Account to a memory card (8MB) (for PlayStation®2) speeds up the login 

process the next time you log on. 

USING AN EXISTING EA ACCOUNT 

1. From the Main menu, select PLAY ONLINE. 

2. select your Network Configuration file. 

3. Your EA Account appears by default or you can select a different account by choosing 

CREATE NEW OR USE EXISTING ACCOUNT. 

e Your EA Account only defaults once you’ve saved it. 

PLAYING THROUGH A ROUTER/FIREWALL 

In order to join or host a FiFA 06 game from behind a router with NAT (Network Address 

Translation), or firewall, you may need to enable PORT FORWARDING. Remember, if you’re 

sharing your Internet connection using Windows XP Internet Connection Sharing, your 

Windows XP PC is acting as a router. If you are using a dedicated ADSL modem, this may also 

be acting as a router. 

You will need to route, or forward, all data on ports UDP 3658 and UDP 6000 to the IP 

address assigned to your console or place your console in a DMZ. Please consult your 

router/modem documentation for advice on configuring your connection. 

NOTE: Users using DHCP must ensure that their console is always assigned the IP 

address specified in the PORT FORWARDING setup; under these circumstances you may 

need to change your console from “Auto Detect (DHCP)” to a “Static IP” address using 

the Network Configuration Utility or Network Access Disc to ensure that forwarded data 

always gets to your console. 

lf your Internet connection is behind a firewall you must OPEN the following UDP and TCP 

ports (both inbound and outbound): TCP 13505 (EA Messenger), UDP 9550 (Ticker), TCP 

30400-30499 (Gameplay), UDP 3658 (Gameplay) and UDP 6000 (VoIP). 

lf you are still having trouble connecting to other players, try bypassing the router or firewall 

by connecting your console directly to your cable modem or other broadband device. For 

more advice and information about Network Gaming check out the support guides at 

www.electronicarts.co.uk 

You can also check the latest news for FIFA 06 by going to www.fifa06.ea.com, or by visiting 
www.eagames.co.uk 
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PLAY NOW Quickly search for an opponent to set up and play a game. 

SESSION MATCH Find an opponent using more detailed search criteria (from 

Difficulty Level to Bookings ON/OFF/ANY). 

GAME MODES Choose LOBBY to create or join a Room and chat to other 
online players. Choose QUICK TOURNAMENT to create or join 

a 4 or 8 player tournament. 

STATS select LEADERBOARDS to see where you stand in the online 

rankings. Choose MY CAREER to take pride in your Trophy 

cabinet and flaunt your achievements with your Career stats 

(viewable by all your friends). 

MY FIFA 06 Change your settings, read the latest News or see the Online 
FAQ for help. 

e Press @ to access EA Messenger and manage your list of online gaming friends (see 

below). Select a player, press © and select SEND FRIEND REQUEST to invite that player 

onto your Friends list. 

EA MESSENGER 
NOTE: In order to use the USD headset for online voice chat the USB headset’s USB 

connector must be inserted into either USB connector on the front of 

your console. 

Add mates to your online Friends list by pressing © and entering their Persona. Choose SEND 
FRIEND REQUEST, then once they’ve accepted your invitation select their Persona to access 
the following: 

INVITE TO GAME Challenge your friend to a game of FIFA 06 and choose the 
game settings. 

SEND MESSAGE send a message to your friend. 

INVITE TO VOICE CHAT Invite your friend to Voice Chat. Press .@. to temporarily 

mute the member you are talking to. 

REMOVE FRIEND Take the selected player off your list of Friends. 

VIEW CAREER see how well your friend has played by viewing their Trophy 
cabinet and statistics. 

BLOCK Prevent the selected player from sending messages or 

invitations to you and move them to your Blocked list. 

FEEDBACK Report a player who is ruining your fun. Be careful not to 

abuse this system, as players that report erroneous 

feedback could have action taken against their account. If 

the issue persists, or to prevent action taken against 

yourself, contact Customer Support. 

OOM 
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NOTE: Select a Friend and press the directional button =» to add them to a Group. Select 

a Friend from a Group and press & to send a message to every player in the Group. 

Put y your feet u up » and rales to football S top memorable moments, experience 2 gaming 1 nostalaia 

with the FIFA Games Retrospective and scour all the facts about the greatest players of all 

time in the Classic Player Bios. 

Select FIFA 94 RETRO to play a classic from the past: FIFA International Soccer. 

NOTE: To view all the Classic Player Bios you must unlock them by spending points at 

the Fan Shop (see Fan Shop on p. 8 for more information). 

GAMEPLAY 

FIRST TOUCH 
Use the right analog stick to control your first touch. Press the right analog stick before you 

receive the ball to control the ball in that direction. Many new skill moves are also available 

when running or sprinting with the ball. 

DEFENCE 

Get close to the ball carrier (left analog stick) to contest for the ball without fouling. 

SHOOTING 
Use a chip shot (@2@+©@) to lift the ball over the keeper or send him the wrong way with a 
rane shal (hold © to build up the power meter and then press at any time). 

WW «Put a bit of variety into your penalty kicks by shooting with the inside of the boot 

@ or chipping the keeper (G+). 

Use a dummy (tap before receiving the ball) to let the ball go past, turn and control it on 
the run. Alternatively, let the ball go through to a team-mate (hold before receiving the 

ball). 

peeked 
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USING THE VIRTUAL KEYBOARD 

To input names, use the directional button/left analog stick to highlight each character and 

press &%. Select DONE to enter a name. 

CHANGING YOUR SQUAD 

To change your first team line-up (or substitute players during a match), press directional 

button #/} to highlight the player on the pitch that you wish to swap and press &. Then 

highlight a player from the substitutes or the reserves (not available during a match) and 

press & to complete the swap (highlight two players already on the pitch in order to swap 

their positions). 

NOTE: Press M@48/§G28 to change the team formation. 

PRACTICE MODE PAUSE MENU 

When practising set pieces in Practice Mode, select a Location (an area of the pitch) from 

which to take them. 

NOTE: Location ranges from 1 to 6 (left to right) for free kicks and LEFT or RIGHT for 

corners. 



NOTE: The memory card (8MB) (For PlayStation®2) is only supported in MEMORY CARD 

slot 1 or MEMORY CARD slot 1-A if the multitap (For PlayStation®2) is inserted. 

SAVING 

To save files, choose the SAVE option from the relevant mode menu. You are also 

prompted to save files upon exiting certain screens. 

NOTE: Make sure you save your profile regularly. Press © at the Main menu, 

Tournament Central or Career Central screens to save it. 

NOTE: Changes made outside individual game modes are applied in all game modes. 

Changes made within game modes are specific to that competition (except Game 

settings). 

LOADING 

select a Profile upon boot-up to load Game Settings for that Profile. 

To load previously saved files after you've started the game, select LOAD from the Main 

menu screen. Select a file and press & to load it. 

NOTE: If you select MANAGER MODE or TOURNAMENT MODE on the Game Modes menu, 

you will start a new Career or Tournament. Load previously saved Tournaments and 

Careers from the Load screen. 

NOTE: To view details on a file, highlight it and press @. This will help distinguish 
between multiple save files. 


